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SiIMMARY

Objectives

Tin objectives were (a) to collect opioions of combnat-ready fighter pilots concerning tile training adequacy offlit- visual cues provided by file opposing enemy aircrait inage (i.e.. target) ilhe Simulator for iir-uo-Air (4,1ba1

(SAAC), and (b) to identif 'y critical visual enhancentents required to improve tlie effectiveness of tle SAA( for Air
(:ombat Maneuvering (ACM) training.

Background/Rationale

Flying an aircraft requires a continuous interpretation of the outside visual eniironnlnert. as well a, of ih,
flight instruments inside tit cockpit. Flying a liiigi-speed/Itigh-perforianice airc raft in an air-t4p-air c,,at
environment vastly increases tlie coliplexity of tlie iilot's task since the pilot must also keep track of a id. aiat.
the performance of tile opposing aircraft. Usually. training of tile necessary visual skills for air-to-air iolmical take-
place enltirely in the aircraft, a ihigh stress environment where the student pilot can quick . becomiie iver helmed
witli visual information. In addition, tilte training is severely limited I,, btl tilte peacetime rules of engagement
and aircraft safety limitations that prevent tlie student pilot from experiencing and practicing maxiolum
performance tactics.

The current state-of-the-art in wide-angle visual display systems now makes it possible for many combat
flying tasks to be trained more safely and effectively in a ground-based simulator. For example. ui S.he A was
designed for training Tactirad Air Command (TAC) pilots in basic air-to-air combat maneuvers and tactics. 'hie
simulator consists of two F-4E cockpits and a computer interface that allows two pilots to fly against each other or
against tie computer in air combat engagements. The visual displays are provided h eight cathode ray tube-
(CRIs) that are combined to provide a field of view of 118 degrees horizontal and 150 degrees vertical. The result
is a field of view atnost identical to that of F-4 aircraft. However. because of tie early techinology Cl'Ms being used.
'the visual scene inside the simulator appears as a monochromatic green background witll a ghost-like %hite aircraf
image. Consequently. the visual scene lacks much of the realism found ini actual air-to~air combat. This study a.s
focused on the current and potential'out-of-the-cockpit visual cues associated with tie target aircraft that appej.ar to
be most crucial for ACM training.

Approach

A structured interview technique was used to gather data fromi the F-4 fighter pilots who had experienced I
days of training in the SAAC. Each of the 15 pilots was requested to provide information in the follo-ing areas:
visual cues used in actual airborne ACM training, impressions of the target image generated by tie S..AC. inputs
about confusing visual cues in the SAAC, and recommended modifications to improve SAAC training effectiveness.

Specifies

The subjects' impressions about visual cues required during airborne ACM were used as baseline data for
comparison to visual images generated by the SAAC. Five visual cues were reported as most importalt in ACM
training: wing planform. target aircraft nose position, relative motion (across tile canopy). relative size. and
relative size changes.

The SAAC target image was judged to be generally acceptable as a presentation of ati opposing aircraft by all
of the subjects. However, only 33% listed the target as depicting the front-quarter pass a. realistic, and only 20"Al
listed the target as performing maneuvers realistically. Three deficient areas accounted for this condition: abrupt
wing rock, target transition across the visual display. and inappropriate maneuvers (maneuvers that cannot be
made by any existing fighter aircraft). The most prominent deficiency noted was tie inability to determine target
aspect adequately when the target represented an aircraft at a distance greater than 6000 feet. Four visual cues
were reported as not being realistic. In all four cases, the lack of realism resulted from conditions peculiar to
projection methods and computer logic of the SAAC subsystem. Only one cue. the sun image (when used as a
wingman or target aircraft) was reported as unrealistic by more than half of the subjects. Of the nine visual cues
reported as candidates for improvement in the SAAC. only two (improved target definition and improved ground
image) were recommended by more than 50% of the subjects.

____________________________7..



Concussaons/Recommer'dations

In general. tile SAA('was judged to provide a reasonable state-of-the-art simulation of air-to-air combat when

used in the one veru on li and two versus one (201 modes. The lessons learned c'ertainly should he applied lo

future sinmulator developments and engineering studies. Withi respect to tile SAAC itself, thle following changes are

recommended to improve its effectiveness for ACM training:

1. Improve target definition (beyond 6000 feet).
2. Improve target turn-around during passing and overtake maneuvers.

3. Improve the third aircraft image for 2vI training.
4. Maintain optics alignment to limit loss of target.
5. Update the Automated Maneuvering Logic program.
6. Improve low-level ground cues.
7. Re-evaluate the concept for target projection.

1=1
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SIMULATOR FOR AIR-TO-AIR COMBAT
VERSUS REAl. WORLD: VISUAL CUE ANALYSIS FOR

SIMLLATEI) AIR-TO-AIR COMBAT TRAINING

I. INTRODLiCTION

Flying act aircraft requires a continuous initerpretation of tlie visual environment in which the pilot
uses visual information front outside he cockpit and from the flight instruments inside the cockpit to
develop and naintain an awareness of tie status of the aircraft and its location in space. Flying a high-
speed/high-perforinance aircraft in an air-to-air combat environment vastly increases the complexity of
the pilot's task. The pilot iust also keep track of and evaluate the performance of any opposing aircraft.
To maintain a dynanic awareness of the situation and ultimately to be successful in the airborne arena.
the pilot depends heavily on interpretation of out-of-the-cockpit visual cues. Usually training of the
necessary visual skills for air-to-air combat takes place entirely in the aircraft ... a high stress environment
where the student pilot quickly can become overwhelmed with visual information. In addition, the
training is severely limited by both rules of engagement and aircraft safety limitations that prevent the
student pilot from experiencing and practicing maximum performance tactics. Often the result is
inadequate air comibal skills, requiring additional training once the pilot is assigned to an operational
squadron.

New technology that provides visual display systems for flight simulators now makes it possible for
many flying tasks to be more safely and more effectively trained than in the past. "It is now possible to
perform in simulators many of the complex tasks required during operational missions, and tests have
shown that simulators can be used effectively to develop many of the skills underlying these tasks" (Caro,
1977a). The Federal Aviation Administration recognized this when it allowed American Airlines to
upgrade 40 Captains to DC 727 type aircraft in an experimental program extensively using simulators
instead of non-revenue flights dedicated to training ... at a significant cost savings. "It also proved that
simulators could provide training at least equal to, and in some cases, better than traditional aircraft,
training for airline ratings" (Kemmerling, 1975).

However, many simulator training programs have suffered from the erroneous assumption that
transfer of training to the aircraft depends on the degree of realism provided by the simulator. Instead,
Caro has stated "... the goal of a simulator training program should not be to replicate a visual scene, but
only to provide those cognitive and visual cues essential to the training objectives" (Caro, 1977b).

In a classic study, Fitts identified three stages of sensory-motor learning: the cognitivi . ge, the
fixation stage. and the automatic stage. During the cognitive stage, understanding of the task is gained;
during the fixation stage, motor skills are learned by using the controls to respond to the visual display as
defined in the cognitive stage. Finally. during the automatic stage. the motor skills are practiced to the
point that they can be accomplished without adverse effect or intervention (Fitts, 1964). By presenting
only the essential visual cues in a simulator (thereby eliminating the nonessential cues), the critical
cognitive and fixation stages are simplified, and learning is enhanced. Then, by ensuring that these cues
relate to the real world, transfer of training can result (Stark. Bennett, & Borst. 1977).

The purpose of this study was to determine the "out-of-the-cockpit" visual cues that are essential for

air-to-air combat training, and to evaluate the adequacy of visual cues provided by the Simulator for Air-

to-Air Combat (SAAC).

Background

The SAAC. located at Luke AFB. Arizona. was designed for training Tactical Air Command (TAC)
pilots in basic combat maneuvers (ACM) and tactics. Figure I shows an illustralion of the overall SAAC

5
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slsteni. rtbe simul~aator cosit of two F-iI' coikJpits and a computer interface that allows the pilots to train

against each other or against the computter in air comtbat engagements. Tlhe visual displays are provided by

eight cathode ray tubhes (CRI's) that are comtbined to provide a field of view of ± 148 degrees horizontal

and + 150 degrees, -30 degree., vertical (Kelly. Brown. Van Arsdall & Lee. 19)79). A Farrand infiuiitv optics

systemn transforms thet CRT images to a surface focutsed at infinity (Marr & Shiaffer. 19)78). The result.

fronit the student pillots viewpoint. is a field of view almost identical to that of tihe -Iaircraft.

Figure Ma. Cockpit open.

1 6



Figure lb. Cockpit closed -read-* for entrY.

Vi gursI /r. CockpL1 it en nijde h ele.

Fi go ir 1. Simanttor for air-toa- air comb hat



V isual informat ion is provided iin t ~o alIterntating sc'anIs of tli ( F.llit, H 's h fi rst cafl (time 8.3 Ill-)

provides terrain information from the s1 lilefic etrraini genetrator (S1'(). Te S'l'( producesi' ani irregkilar
chteke'rboardI grotn id pat tern (t ie smial lest div~'ision bei ng 1/1t inieI tin a side). a haze Ia e r (hiuiorio). a
sky . and a stn ii age (Fig tire 2). All of tihe iniages froiii thle ST( are t nta 1k coiniie r ge iterated. FTe
st'nd sc'an (uim = 8.3 ins) provides larget iniformnat inn fronti thle airc-raft ililage genierator ( .I1 ;) (F ignre
3). TIhe* AhI; uses a v ideo 'aiite ra ito phoutograplil a slaved a irtcraft inodel ii inn iited nm giii a I fnr con flet e
freedom on its pitclh, roll, ati y11aw axes. Tlie tonipnti'er ope'rates, thei gii il a . atdd, ranige iftoriiiatIintl. antd

properly positioils d ie aircraft imnage' oni t le ( lTs. A t imei shiaring steit'ii i n-ed so thI at % ie Itmii t-it i
is rec'eiving target iinformation. the other is recetiv' ing tt'rraii it ifrinati(iii. Thlitotal t i itt for hl i ctatii
10.0 (ii (or 00) cps). whtitli appears a, a toi ti 100 N iii tegrated i iiag' tot till 1iilon

Figure 2. Simulated terrain -SAAC.
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Figure 3. Aircraft image -SAAC.

Be. al - oflthe earl tech tologi Cwr 5s being used. flhit- visual -cenefll inlside the situ iolator appears- a a
mnoo. uh rilnic egre.. bihackgroun td withi a ghost -like white aircraft i niage. Presently I the siInitilIat rofl~ide,
%ii-ial (tlE- st.il. a- i,.e. shape. relafive spred. and relative flightpath for determlining fte opposinig

a ird-rahI ff erformianlce. CoAnsequtenutIy. ft- e sn a scenle lacks in uch of the realismn of alli actual air-to-air
10111 ha el i ri neit ( Fignare 2): how eve r. the tech nology piresenit ly exists to add detailed % isual cule,-such(1

a- iiproived grollltd imnage-. weapon flightpailhs. operational flight conitrols. smioke. conitrails. avid 4
fo.rth I-. adding a dIigitalI image generator to thle systeni Tb is stntd v was focused onl thle (current anld

potential oust-of-the-cockpit visual cues, associated with the target aircraft. that tmay be used to provide
ini proed t raiin g potent1ial.

It. METHlOD

Res'earch (on visual (,ies was conducted through a guided interview formiat. Stibjects (Ss) were
qnrIliooted in three broad areas. First, their level of training: second. what real-world visual cutes they itse'
in air-to-air coiiat: and~ thiird. their rating of the vistual cues presently available from the AIG. The
poptllatioll was1 definted as F- t fighter pilots who were assigned to units with an air combat mission.



Subjects

A clustered-group sample of the population consisted of students and instructors in tile TAC Air

Combat Engagement Simulator II (TAC ACES II) course (F-4000Z 00 AL) during the period I I June to 13
July 1979. These Ss. 15 male fighter pilots, were selected in an attempt to interview all the available
personnel attending the course during the data collection period. At a minimum, all Ss had completed F-4

transition training. Basic Fighter Maneuvers (BFM) training, and ACM training. The flying experience of

the Ss ranged from less than 30. hours total flying time to more than 3(990 hours flying time in high

performance fighters. In addition, all of the Ss had obtained at least a bachelor degree. and several had

completed advanced degrees. Table I provides a complete summary of their experience and training.

Table 1. Aircrew Experience Data

% of Subjects

F-4 Flying Experience
300 Hours or less 6.7
300 to 500 Hours 20.0
More than 500 Hours 73.3

Training Experience
RTU * and BFM 100
ACM 100
Fighter Lead-In 73.3
Dissimilar Fighter Exercises 46.7
TAC ACES I (Vought Contract) 13.3
Red Flag 40.0
Fighter Weapons School 13.3
Combat Mission in Vietnam 26.7

Educational Experience
BA/BS 100
MA/MS 33.3
PhD 0.0
SOS** 60.0
CS*** 13.3

*Replacement Training Unit
"Squadron Officers* School

N. ***Air Command and Staff College

Apparatus

A questionnaire (see Appendix A) was developed for use by the investigator during taped (audio)
sessions. Two questionnaires were used for each S.

Procedure

The Ss were interviewed during a break in their training on the fourth day of the five-day training
course. At this point in the training, the Ss had become familiar with the visual displays of the SAAC. The
interviews were conducted in a separate briefing room to insure privacy. As the investigator asked
questions following the questionnaire format. guided the discussion, and recorded the responses. the Ss

followed the progress using a copy of the questionnaire. The second copy was used later to provide
supplemental data after the Ss returned to their duty stations the next week. Interview sessions lasted
between 30 and 45 minutes.

10
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I1. RESULTS

The results of this study have been broken down into four sections: all analsi. of the vi.,,al clle, iI
actual air-to-air combat training, impressions of the target image generated h) the SAAC. an anal st, of
the confusing visual cues in the SAAC. and suggested imnprovements to the visual scene.

Actual Visual Cues Used

Four visual cues were reported as most important for air-to-air combat training (Table 2). Those cue-
used most frequently by experienced pilots to determine the target aircraft position are wing planform.
target aircraft nose position, relative motion (across tie canopy). and relative size/size changes. Being able
to clearly see the planform of the target aircraft was reported by 93% of Ss as vital information for making
a decision about the airborne fight. Target aircraft nose position was listed by 80% of the Ss as being vital
for air-to-air combat as was relative motion across the canopy by 73%. An additional 7% considered tlhe
motion cue as important. Relative size and size changes were reported by 53% as vital and by 7% a-
important information.

Table 2. Cues Used in Actual Air-to-Air Training

% of Subjects

Cues Reported Vital Important DesirableI

Relative Motion-on canopy 73.3 6.7 -

Relative Motion-to outside reference point 33.3 6.7 6.7
Wing Planform 93.3 6.7 -
Target Nose Position 80.0 - -

Relative Size/Size Changes 53.3 6.7 -
Sun Glint 6.7 26.7 13.3
Smoke 20.0 26.7 33.3
Afterburner Plume 13.3 13.3 46.7
Wingtip Contrails - 20.0 40.0
High Altitude Contrails 6.7 20.0 20.0
Altitude Cues - 13.3 -
Weapon Cues (missile plume etc.) 6.7 6.7 -
Color 13.3 13.3 20.0
Shading and Shadows 6.7 6.7 6.7
Yaw Movement 6.7 - -
Distinction of Top vs. Bottom 6.7 - -
Control Surface Movements 6.7 - -
Vertical Position 6.7 - -
Shape (for target identification) 6.7 - -
Fine Target Detail - 6.7 6.7
Ground Cues 13.3 - -

Aircraft Image Generator (AIG) Cues

As depicted in i'able 3. the AIG cue was shown to be acceptable as a presentation of an opposing
(target) aircraft by all of the Ss. However, only 33% listed the AIG as depicting the front-quarter pass as
realistic and only 20% listed the target as performing maneuvers realistically. A majority of the Ss reported
that the target does not always maneuver realistically. Three deficient areas accounted for this condition:
abrupt wing rock. target transition across the visual display. and inappropriate maneuvers (maneuvers
that cannot be made by any existing fighter aircraft).

S I]



Table .7. Aircraft linage Generator Cues (Impressions)

% of Subject%

Cues Anualyzed Ye Generally Caiii (Aonpare No

T'arget as an Opposing Aircraft 80.0 20.0 --

I ront-Quarter Pass Realistic 33.3 40. 7 13.3 0.7
Trarget Manieuvers Realisticalli 20.0 840 - -

Stern Overlake/Pass Realistic 53.3 4.0.0 - 0. 7
Target Realistic 53.3 46.7 - -
SAA(: Depicts an A/A Encounter 80.0 6.7 - 13.3

Slightly mnore tihan hall' tii. Ss accepted the stern overtake/pass and (fie target itself as realistic. Although
th ere- were soine ri servatIiomts. 80"1 of tihe Ss reported tihe MA A( visuialI sslsem as depicting a realistic air-to-
air etngagetnent

Confusing Visual Cues

Four conifusinig cues were reported as not being typical of the real-world scene (Table 4). Oid one.
the Sim linage (when used as a wiugini or target aircraft). was reported by miore tihan half tie Ms.
I Iowe%'er. all of t he conflusi ng ctie, represenit a negative in fluence that deserves futIher at tet~iion. lThese
are discissed later.

Table 4. Confusing Cues

Cues iteporied % of Subjects

Suit linage as Wingitian/Target 66.7
Paniel-to-Panel Mhift 40.0
iLow-Level (;rouind Inmage 26.7
Targe~t linage 20t.7

Catndidate Cues for Improvement

['he visual cuies listed in Table 5 represent those reported as essential for improving the SAAC.
Improved target imiage and improvement of the ground iniage (representation of the earth surface) were
recommended by most of the Ss. The other CUes were regarded as nice to have but not essential.

Table 5. Candidate Cues for Improvement

C:ues Analyzed % of Subjects

Improved Target D~efinition 93.3
Improved Ground limnage 66.7
Exhaust Smoke/Afterburner Plume 26.7
Color 2.
Collision Indication 13.3
Improved Stun Image 13.3
Improved Aircraft Features 6.7
Contrails 6.7
Sun (;lint/Shadows/Clouds 6.7

12



W~. DISCUSSION

'rit most imptoitrtat finding of th is stucd) is that, in genieral. flit-' SAAC jireeed an acuejitaitle vietual

presentation for simulated air-to-air comibat training. The visual cues identified as e'ssenitial foer training

(planforni. nose position. relative nmotioni across (ie canopy, and relative size/size changes) are all readil%

provided by subsystems of the SAA( . Sonie other finite visual cue'%. listed in Table 5. mnay we'll eihiance

[lhe detail and realism of tlie' simulatioin. buit as stated e'arlier by Careo (19~771)) and Stark. Bennett & Borst

(19~77). stite detail was not fonid 1iv this sltids to bie e'ssenrtial for training. T'his was further supported h%
the'- Ss' evaluations of existing visual cies a, being ge'neralli aceptable represe'ntations of realiti X,

dlemlonst rat ed duiring fiie' stud i . pilot, iii train inig read ilt accepted flit- sim itlate d large: as art opput a ng
airc'raft and engaged tiit' opponent nsing pre'vioislN learned mnaneutvers witht realistic result.

In ge'neral. the SAAC provide" a reasonable state'-of-tiie-art simuinlation of air-to-air eoinbat when

used in (the' one( versus one (lvi and two ver.-is one (2tv 1) mode.,. There are. howeve'r. area- that this

study i ndieate should be imtpr'oved.

Visual Cues Currently Being t sed

The most promniine'nt vista I' ((till com en te'd on d unring tie'- sttudy anrd during daily trat'ning avti% ities

focuses ott the definition and interpre'tation (of fhe' wing pianfirni of the oppeosinig aircraft (target). ilrie'fl%

stated, planform i, represented by the antoni of wing area a pilot can see' eof the oppoinent aircraft alit1

used to dete'rmline aspeci . This iniformation. a long withl nose position. definte', tile' di rect f lie' oppone't i
moving (closing or departing) anti wie'ther the opponent is turning, rolling. climinihtig. oer dii ing. %ddiiig

the relative mtot ion of the target imIlage. as it traverses the vi stal scenle', a pilot vani eteri ine howi the'

opponent is moving in relation tee defined fixed points (cartopi code) onr tife' nearbi. canopi ib0t% alec1

instrumnent panel refere'nce peinti s (Figrnre 0). Thiis cetitpani. on of fI ighipj tits is an icsse' nitia I~t en' bee

fighter pi lot du.rinrg ani airborne e ngagen'it. I h nges in relIat ivec size of the'- targe't. in re'fe'rec'e' to t he

defirned points atid guinsight disjtlavs. prtide tile pilot ltc'es-.ar% inifornmation abeju range It file' target

aircraft atnd tile rate of' closure. All' of them- cues are pro% ided by t, he SAAC displai s.
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Noine" area, were not 401nparall to real-world conditions or did not readily depict a totally acceptable
pr.,entatlio to tlhe stud group. The ,lost prominnnt deficiency was in ithe- ability of Ss to adequatel)
determine target aspect during display of tilt- target representing all aircraft at more than 6.0(1) feet
dilance. ( \hhtnugh tills study (id not pinpoini the disiane slated here. subsequent trials by viewing the
targ,.I at %ariouls dlistances established that ai "'apparent WK) foot distance and further** was the point
that pilots could no longer deternine target aspect and planforn. ( omparison data from viewing of
airbornie target aircraft were not nade.) Only 210% of the S were satisfied with the simulated image. Loss
of target definition left tilt- Ss doubtful of target inaneuvers since aspect and direction were difficult to
hrlne ii.. This situation dot.s not exist at closer distan'es.

\dditionally. presentation of a front-quarter pass. Iwo aircraft approaching and passing at high
-peed. h, not tolally realistic for two reasons associated with the presentation method and mounting
inelhod for lilt, target aircraft image. The image is dynamically photographed by a video camera. An
aircraft model. 72:1 sti . is iounted in a ginibai ring and imoves based on inputs from one of the F-4
0+oc-kilit conlrols. As ite inage projection depicts closure and passing of the aircraft. the model must

rapidl, le tIrned 180" so tilt caimera will then ill viewing ite aft end of the model as the target moves
aato [hit rear of lilt- viewing pilot. As lilt, target image passes by lilt- cockpit. the SAAC computer blanks
out tilt visual image for the instant that the model is turning. Although this action is closely tinted. the

pilot sees two inappropriate actions: wing rock and a loss of the visual image when it is at a distance
equivalent to about 200 feet in front. This rocking of the models wing and the disappearance of the visual
is tilt computer's way of turning the model around. Delayed for a second or so. this action would occur
after the target had passed, and the action would not be as readily perceived by the pilot. The combination
of these deficiencies also affects overtake of the target front the rear. Lack of target definition at long
range prevents adequate interpretation of the direction the target is moving, and. upon overtake and
passing. the wing rock and blanking of the larget provides the pilot confusing cues of the movements

being made by lilt target aircraft. At that time. aii opponent may be expected to execute certain defensive
um1oves. The rocking and blanking of the model at tie lime of overtake provides an unexpected reaction
and resulted in 1,7% of Ss being less than satisfied with the stern overtake pass.

.%log with lite wing rock and disappearing target described above. 80% of the Ss were only generally
satisfied wilt tile maneuvering of the target aircraft. The unique SAAC visual display system is composed
of eight large CRTs surrounding each simulator cockpit. integrated through infinity optics to portray the
visual scene to the pilot. To minimize distortion in the visual presentation of the horizon and ground

pallern and avoid abrupt movement of the target image as it transitions between adjacent CRTs. a
'one.rted effort is required to insure that proper alignment of each tube in the system is maintained.

Smoothing of the computer generated scene minimizes edge distortion. However. as the target image
traverses the visual scene, it transitions abruptly as it moves front one CRT to the next. This slightly
distracting move can be minimized by detailed alignment of the display optics and is an ongoing part of
routine tuning and maintenance of the visual system.

The target was reported also to make unusual moves that are not realistic. This has nothing to do with
lilt image display. The target aircreft image can be driven by inputs from a computer-modeled software
program that e'mulates inputs from a human operator. The Automated Maneuvering Logic (AML).
developed by Decision Sciences. Incorporated (Burgin. Fogel & Phelps. 1975), positions the target aircraft
based on a series of decision statements. Sometimes the resulting move of the target is different from a
maneuver thai a human pilot would make. Ongoing update of the AML software program continues to
improve target responses in the AML mode and has reduced this problem.

Although 80% of the Ss responded that. overall, the SAAC fulfilled their expectations of what an
airborne engagement would be like. some said it was not realistic. Generally. the explanation given was
that ACM in the SAAC was much harder than in the real world. The Ss related the difference to the lack of
threat of a fatal encounter and that the tendency is to continue to the extremes of man and machine limits.
However. the consensus was that by exercising those moves and judgmental decisions in the SAAC that
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im.t be proihibited ii a'tual airborne inissions. the student (all graphihal ., experien tci.e result of Ile
maneuver and learn exactlly the limits Ihat IIIust hIe respected iillhe aircraft.

Visual Cues that Confuse Training

Original speeifications for the SAA( provided that a capability iust exist to train Is i air ,.omhat
maneuvers (Kelly e al. 1979). E+volution of the subsystems resulting from lesson., learind ill training.
applied research and technological developnetits have permitted expansion of training to inldude 2vI
ACM as a basic part of the TAC ACES II training program. L.imitations of tle AIC sv.tci, at present. allow
only two aircraft images to be projected at any one time (only Iwo AI(;,, are available). To provide a third
aircraft in the visual scene, a computer-generated image is maneuvered through the visual .ene a-
though it were a wingnan for die student in training. Actually. the coniputer captures all inlag, of the .air.
used in BFM and IvI training and maneuvers this image as though i were another aircraft. Sseiul
limitations currently prevent development of details that would give shape. size. and character to the
image. As a result. the wingman image provides only limited cues during 2vi training. Routine radio
comn I niicat ions that would exist in coinbat provide the student readily u.sable inforiatm about Ith,
wingman and his location in lte simulated fight. This limited aircraft image projection capabili., resulted
in 07% of Ss reporting dissatisfaction with use of the sun image as a wingman. These were appropriate
concerns since the student was not provided the performance cues (planform. nose position. relative size)

that are needed to determine direction and closure of the wingman image.

Again. Ss reported the abrupt target motions and loss of the target image as it shifts from one CRT to
the next as confusing visual cues. This is caused by masking of the optics where CRTs are aligned so the
visual scene readily moves from one CRT to the next. Technology limitations of the system prevent total

correction of this problem, however, proper optics alignment provides a minimunt amount of target loss.
Most students tend to readily adjust to the problem by moving their head to another vantage point. No ote.
however. found this to be an overwhelming problem.

Low level cues of the ground scene (below 500 feet) were reported as considerably confusing. The
STG subsystem that generates the ground. haze, horizon, and sky does not produce the images. buildings.
streets, and other objects that are provided by new technology visual systems ... nor are these required for
the ACM training. The broad view of a platted earth image and clear sky separated by a layer of haze at the
horizon provide a highly acceptable emulation of the air combat arena. However, as the training requires
the student to practice low-level defensive and offensive moves, it becomes necessary to maneuver the
simulated aircraft at very low altitudes ... as low as 200 to 500 feet. When the aircraft recovers or reacts
very close to ground contact conditions, the SAAC subsystems cue any ground impact with a loud

(adversive) Klaxon sound. It is important to note here that although only two Ss (13%) thought the altitude
and ground cues were vital/important (Table 2). 27% reported the low level ground images as confusing
(Table 4). The student soon learns to interpret the limited visual cues and, with use of the radar altimeter.
becomes proficient using the available visual cues.

Several Ss reported the target image as a confusing cue. Basically. their concern was expressed as an
objection to the bright, white, aircraft image against the dark background of the visual scene. They
contrasted this to the real world situation of a brightly lighted sky and surround where the target aircraft
appears as a dark object. The SAAC target image may well be characterized then as appearing like a photo
negative where dark is light and light objects appear dark. This presentation is a function of the
technology of green phosphorus CRTs and projection of the target image from a video input. Although the
Ss reported the concept as confusing upon initial introduction, they readily adapted to the computer-
generated scene and target and reported (80%) the target as being an acceptable presentation of an
opposing aircraft.
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Some Improved Cues fur (onsideration

l)uring early portions of ihe interviews. the S. discussed various visual cues that occur within the real
world and those that exist within the SAAC visual scene. L.ater in the interview Ss were asked to
recomnend visual cues that are essential for inproving TAC ACES prograun's training potential. Of those
recommended (see Table 5). only two were reported hi, more than one-half of th. ,e interviewed. The'
others were generally reported as nice to have bu not essential to training (compares to suggestions of
Caro. 1977h, and Stark. Bennett & Borst. 1977).

Improvement of the target definition deals with the three problems (aspect. direction, and closure).
Inprovement of the ground image deals specifically with the detail of the ground scene when the aircraft
are at atitudes lower than 50W feet. Some counecnt. about improving the existing conditions are presented
in the next section.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommendations provided here are oriented to the current training requirements of the TAC
ACES training program using the SAAC as the training device.

1. Imprne target definition (beyond 6,000feet). As in the real world, the TAC ACES student should
be able to interpret the visual image and accurately determine the aircraft's aspect angle. direction.
maneuver being performed, and a fair estimation of closure rate. Although the SAAC target image far
exceeds most computer-generated aircraft images. there is room for improvement. An ongoing research
project has been initiated as a result of this study to evaluate candidate methods for improving the target.
Definition of the extent to which TAC will pursue such improvements is underway by the Tactical Fighter
Weapon Center (TFWC).

2. Improve target turn-around during passing and overtake maneuvers. This software modification
can be achieved by the Operation and Maintenance (O&M) contractor.

3. Improve the image for a third aircraft during 2vl training. Since the present sun image (used as a
wingman) does not provide aircraft performance cues, the students cannot interpret the wingman's
maneuvers and cooperate in the fight. This restricts the potentially beneficial 2vl training. Several
candidate methods for improvement are under study.

4. Maintain optics alignment to limit loss of target as it traverses the visual scene. This condition
develops from change of the CRTs. during maintenance and as a function of age of the CRTS. Alignment
of the optics is a time consuming problem. The results of this study indicate that the priority of optics
alignment is sufficient to eliminate misalignment as a factor in reduced training effectiveness.

5. Update the AML program. Considerable changes have been made to the original AML program and
as such have provided a useful subsystem for the TAC ACES training program. However. based on uses of
the AML during this study and comments from the Ss. the program should be updated. The presence of a
third aircraft in the training scenario has proven to be an exciting challenge to the students. It seems
appropriate that some assistance should be provided toward attaining improved maneuvering as a timely
way of improving the SAAC training capability.

6. Improve the low-level ground cues. The STG graphically depicts ground closure as the grid scene of
the ground grows larger based on loss of altitude. However. from an indicated ceiling of 500 feet and
lower, the change of the visual scene is not apparent, and in fact, the low-level scene resembles flying in a
fog. The haze layer between ground and sky obscures the horizon, and the ground grid pattern appears too
large and indistinct to be useful. Potential improvements should be tested where practical. One method.
used in another training system. is to flash a bright (red) light in the visual scene area anytime the aircraft
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is operating below 200 feet (or any other preselected altitude). Currently the crash Klaxon sounds upon
simulated ground contact. However, avoiding the ground is a response best cued by visual signals (trees.
hills, buildings. etc.). The flashing light in the visual dome could provide a visual cue, as opposed to the
auditory cue upon impact. until a programming solution is developed.

7. Re-evaluate the concept for target projection. The negative-like image of the target aircraft is
rather unrealistic but was a low-cost solution at the time of SAAC's development. Significant technological
developments have occurred in programming and computer sciences that can improve the target image.
Moving to a microprocessor or mini-computer to present the target would be costly. However, such
alternatives should be investigated since significant fall-out benefits may result. Should such
advancements be beyond TAC's investment strategy. continued analysis should occur as to potential
methods for follow-on air combat simulator designs.

VI. APPLICATION

A great deal has been said by simulation experts, flying training managers. policy makers, and
manufacturers about the pros and cons of visual fidelity in an aircraft simulator. Although much of the
literature deals with the "whistieF an,', bells" approach to designing engineering solutions to training
requirements, there has been little work documented that compared what students see in the real world
visual scene versus what is .ieeded in the computer-generated visual scene. Along with this. most studies
have dealt broadly with visvl requirements for an extensive range of flying ... most generally from
takeoff to landing.

The effort reported he- a.-led out with a very limited opportunity to analyze visual cues student
pilots identify as esset'ial 4o traiaing BFMs for the IvI and 2vl air combat engagement. Analysis of the
visual cues available in the SAAC ;isual scene also was provided. The result has been a significant
opportunity to document tbh- effort for others to benefit from the experiences that occur during the TAC
ACES training. The important point is that this study was concerned with the visual cues required by
students receiving ACM training. Narrowing the scope to that limited area of training provides a
specialized group of data that may generalize to other training requirements. All data reported here are
from subjective evaluations of proficient pilots who received a specialized 1-week training course in
SAAC. This training experience has been documented by the TAC ACES I! Training Management as
highly beneficial to TAC's mission readiness training. Additionally. the lessons learned here (not all of
them can be documented in a technical report) should certainly be applied to future simulator
developments and engineering studies.

The SAAC subsystems have now advanced to the point that useful data can be gathered and extracted
for comparison to performance in the aircraft. Continued development of performance measurement
concepts, tailored to ACM training, should well document the accepted notion that TAC ACES 11 training
in the SAAC is highly valuable training that should be continued for future training of ACM concepts.
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APPENDAIIX A4: QuESTIONNAIRE

VISUAL. ACQUISITION OF ACMN TARCETrs SIMULATOR
FOR AIR-TrO-AIR (A)NBAT .*IRCRAFT IMAGE CENERATOR REVIEW

This review is being conducted to obtain data about the Aircraft Image G;enerator (AIG) used to

project a target image onto the SAAC visual scene. Your imlpressions will assist AFHRI. in developing
recommendations for improving the current target image.

PARTr 1. Background Inoformnation:

1. Since entering your Air F~orce career you have accumulated (answer only one):.

a. 3(X) or fewer flying hours.
1). Mort- than 3M4 flying hours.
c. More than 5M4 flyinig hours.

2. What conmmnmd are- you assigned to (circle tihe appropriate letter)?

a. A
1h. I'SAFE
c. PACAF
d. AAC
e. ANG
f. Other (i.e.. foreign service). Speedy:

3. [lave you completed any of the following (circle the letter(s,) if ouhave)'!

a. B FM Trraining
1). AC:M Training
v. Fighter (Lead-in Course
d. D~issimilar Fighter Exercises
e. TA: ACES I Course (V'ought Contract Program)
f. Fighter Weapons Instructor Course
g. Red Flag Exercise
It. TAC Central Instructor School
i. Instructor Pilot Instructors School (IPIS)
j. Combat missions in Vietnam

4. Have you completed advanced educational training (circle the letter(s) if you have)?

a. Bachelor lDegree-Field
It. Master D~egree-Field
cAdvanced Academic Degree Courses

d. Sqtuadron Officers School

e. Command and Staff

f. Other. [Describe:

5. How recent is your airborne air combat training?

a. Within last 6 weeks

bt. Within last 6 months
C. Within last 12 months
d. More than a year ago
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0. What has your Directed Operational Capability (DOC) been?

a. Air-to-Air (last 6 mos_, I year-, more-,
b. Air-to-Ground (last 6_. year-, more-)
c. Air Delense (last 6 inos . I year-, more_)
d. Other. Explain

PART I1: Airborne Target Cues:

Some airborne target cues that you normally experience may provide vital information in making
decisions about your handling of the air attack.

1. What is the primary, real-world condition/indicator that you depend on in a live engagement?

a. Answer:

2. What other indicators do you use (separate the cues into the three groups shown below)?

j a. Vital:

(2)
(3)
(4)

b. Important:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

c. Desirable:

'C (1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

PART Ill: Aircraft Image Generator (AIG) Cues:

Recognizing that a projected image cannot depict all of the visual characteristics of an airborne
aircraft, provide your answers and comments to the following questions about the visual cues available
from the AIG.

1. Have you been able to readily accept the projected target image as an opposing aircraft for air combat
training?

a. Yes
b. Generally
c. No

Comment:
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2. I)o the frout- 1 uarh'r approarli. cleurr,. and pa-iiig provide a realifti indi'ation of %l hat h ppe.n for a
pass against an airborne aircraft?

a. Yes

1). Generallk

c. ( a||not compare. WhN ?
d. No. Why?

(onmenl:

3. Does a stern overtake and pass maneuver provide a realistic image?

a. Yes
1). Generally

v. Cannot compare. Why?
d. No. W'hy?

I. l)oes the target appear realistic in other attitudes (above. below, on either side. etc.)?

a. Yes

b. Generally
c. Cannot compare. Why?
d. No. Why?

Conment:

5. Does the target appear to ntaneuver realistically?

a. Yes
b. Generally
c. Cannot compare. Why?
d. No. Why?

6. Overall, does the SAAC fulfill your expectaions of what a real air-to-air combat encounter would look
like?

a. Yes

b. No

Comment:

7, Circle the number of the items below that are essential to improving the conditions discussed in I to 6
above. Add any more you believe are essential.

a. Improved aircraft features (operational flight controls, detailed cockpit. emblems. etc.).
b. Contrails and/or exhaust smoke
c. Sun glint, shadows, and clouds
d. Improved sun image
e. More ground images
f. Shading

Additional Items:
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8. o ihleri ng a li% e ngagemn.lt. list t he visnal tie,11% o l available in tifill- SA VI that are tot net.ded or

that I tnftse %ot its differeint frotll the real worldI

a. \t tneeded

(I)

(2)

(3)
(I)

1). (t oi In- Iig Cie.

(.I)
(2)
(3)
( 0)

PART IN: S.XAC Update:

Modifications of the SA.A( take engineering and parts at~q isition lead tli.. Several prograis are in
Ihie developmen tal stage to enhance tiet existing target display.

1. If %oil were due to return to the SAAC soon a. ani Instructor Pilot. what intprove.mnts in the target

projecltion wot ht onf like to stee availabhle w hein .oi returned (list in priorit% order)?.

a.

IC.

(I.

2. Considering .our list of needed improvements (Sec Ill. No 7). which missing cue do you feel is most
important to add (or to he improved) inediately?

a. Answer:

Please provide the following inforniation.

Name I)ate

Unit

AV No.
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